Iowa State linbacker Jake Knott thanked Vandenbergs last pass and pulled down the ball for a game-clinching interception. ISU defeated Iowa, 9-6. For full football coverage, see pages 8, 9, and 12.

By cassidy riley

While both presidential candidates continue to lobby for the youth vote in the upcoming election, President Obama's campaign has made several recent attempts to appeal specifically to University of Iowa students.

"Forke and Recreation" creator Adam Scott and Rashida Jones visited the EMU Sunday to stump for Obama, asking students to volunteer for his campaign.

"We believe in the president and the job he's doing so far," Scott said. "I think it's really important to continue down the road we're on."

Scott and Jones spoke to a ballroom full of students about the importance of not only voting but also re-electing Obama because of all he has done for students to help college-age students and young adults.

"I can think of no better act today than voting," Scott said. "I would encourage everyone to use this opportunity to make their voices heard."

Caroline Allen said she believes in what Obama is trying to do and thinks volunteering efforts are important.

"There are so many people who can say they will show their support, but there's never enough people to get together and actually do the dirty work," he said.

Out of the group of students preparing to make phone calls to volunteers, UI student Caroline Allen said she believes in what Obama is trying to do and thinks volunteering for his campaign is worthwhile.

"Obama signed a bill into law July 6 allowing for full football coverage, see pages 8, 9, and 12.

By nathaniel otjen

The University of Iowa is pairing with Kirkwood Community College to work with the statewide-implemented STEM Program to help local school districts improve in the subjects of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics.

"We must work together with the students, and parents to improve in the subjects of Science, Tech-
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Victim sustained minor injuries. was pulled from behind and as-walking alone on the south side the Biological Sciences Labora-
A busy weekend in IC

President Barack Obama speaks outside Jessup Hall on Sept. 7. The day after formally accepting the Democratic nomination for president, Obama laid out his campaign for re-election to a crowd of 8,000.
(The Daily Iowan/Adam Wesley)

More Photos Online
To see more photos from this weekend, go to dailyiowan.com

President Obama and Michelle Obama embrace during Obama’s campaign event outside Jessup Hall on Sept. 7. Obama visited University of Iowa a day after accepting the Democratic nomination for re-election and emphasized the importance of registering and voting. (The Daily Iowan/Juan Carlos Herrera)

Hawkeye fans play flip-cup outside Kinnick Stadium on Sept. 8. (The Daily Iowan/Juan Carlos Herrera)

Illness is never convenient. But UI QuickCare is.

UI QuickCare — Mormon Trek
787 Mormon Trek Blvd
Iowa City, IA 52240
319-384-8333

Hours:
7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday

uihealthcare.org/quickcare

Coralville
(near Texas Roadhouse)
319-384-8500
2316 Corridor Way, Suite 6A
Coralville, IA 52241

East
(near Hy-Vee)
319-467-8300
1845 Lower Marblestone Road
Iowa City, IA 52240

Old Capitol Town Center
(ground floor near Bick’s)
319-384-0520
201 S. Clinton St., Suite 195
Iowa City, IA 52240

Hours:
7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
uihealthcare.org/quickcare

You’re going to have to miss the birthday party.

Mom, I don’t feel so good.

Sorry but you’re too sick to go outside with your friends.
President Obama outlined his plan to make college more affordable and accessible in his speech to the American Economic Association. The plan includes a proposal to provide students with tax credits to help pay for college, which he believes will make higher education more affordable for millions of Americans. Obama also announced a new initiative to reduce the cost of student loans, which he said would save families an average of $7,500 over the course of a student’s lifetime.

He also pledged to support the development of new technologies and industries, such as renewable energy and clean energy, which he said would create jobs and improve the environment. Obama’s plan includes investments in infrastructure, such as roads and schools, which he said would boost the economy and create jobs.

Obama also addressed the issue of health care, announcing a plan to make health insurance more affordable for all Americans. He said his plan would reduce the deficit by $2 trillion over the next decade, and would provide coverage for 30 million uninsured Americans.

In his speech, Obama also spoke about his vision for the country, saying that he wants to build a better America for all Americans. He said that he wants to create a country where everyone has a fair shot at success, and where everyone has the opportunity to reach their full potential.

Obama’s speech was well-received by both supporters and critics. Some praised his proposals as a step in the right direction, while others expressed concern about the cost of the plan and the potential for increased government intervention in the economy.

It is clear that Obama’s speech was a key moment in his campaign for re-election. The proposed plan could have a significant impact on the economy and the lives of millions of Americans. It remains to be seen how this plan will be received by the American people and how it will be implemented.
New daycare sparks worries

The state Board of Regents will move forward in its discussion today to identify a third party vendor for the creation of a new childcare facility on the UI’s campus.

By STACEY MURRAY

A new childcare center may soon be built on the University of Iowa Hawkeye Park campus. At last, but at least one local day care center is concerned that a new facility could put existing child care centers out of business.

The state Board of Regents will have a re- quirements process for a third-party vendor on the UI’s Hawkeye Park Road adjac- ent to the University of Iowa hospital parking lot — on Wednesday in Ames.

“Th...
Hey, ‘Fans’ in the Hawks Nest:

Why the Iowa-town-based change in name from over the weekend? Stepping off the edge of the field and into the game is like wading into the middle of chicken blood. Take a breath. Calm down. Learn some new infinitives.

• I feel it is more than a little bit hypocritical to complain when a running back at full sprint can’t catch a ball thrown at 10 mph when you can’t stand on a stationary blocker without falling over.

• Our quarterback’s first name isn’t “W” anymore. It’s “T.”

• Addendum: When I Google Vanderploeg’s name to make sure I spelled it right, I shouldn’t be tweeted to a bunch of 12-year-old boys with the following: “Sone Vanderploeg (November 24, 1860), nicknamed Teddy Miller’s game, is an American football quarterback for the Chicago Bears in the NFL.” Teddy Miller’s game? It’s not even Brazilian. Man United isn’t Brazilian. The same for “Mad Men.”

• You’re right. Kirk Ferentz doesn’t absolutely need no decision from the coach, get paid too much, and not get to cheer when that change in some of you over the game is like wandering into the middle of chicken blood. Take a breath. Calm down. Learn some new infinitives.

Andrew R. Juhl

Editorial Board
Fewer than 1 percent of plastic bags make it to a recycling plant every year.

Kelsey J. Johnson, The Daily Iowan

A chain of plastic bags filled more than 1,000 feet west of the Pedestrian Mall on Sunday. "We want to make the world a better place for our kids and grandchildren, and that is why we held, "Buy one, give away one," plastic bag sale," said Zachary Lai, a member of 100Grannies.org. (The Daily Iowan/Tessa Hursh)

Iowa City resident Gay Mikelson makes her way through the plastic bags strung together on the Pedestrian Mall on Sunday. "We want to make the world a better place for our kids and grandchildren, and that is why we held, "Buy one, give away one," plastic bag sale," said Zachary Lai, a member of 100Grannies.org. (The Daily Iowan/Tessa Hursh)

Ban the Bags event was well-received by community members.

One of the 100 grannies lined up on the Pedestrian Mall during the Ban the Bags event. "Plastic bags should be banned in Iowa City. They are a problem here, and they are a problem everywhere," City Council member Lolly Brown, who was editing on the Pedestrian Mall during the event. Brown said many community members stopped and exchanged their plastic bags for reusable ones, and the Iowa City City Council's discussion of plastic bags is also growing.

The City Council is conducting a feasibility study of plastic bags use. Brown said the goal of eliminating plastic bags in Iowa City is underway, and the issue will hopefully come to a more prominent light in the future.

"I hope that the ban on plastic bags will be seen in other places in the future," said Martha Greer, the president of the Sierra Student Coalition, told the effort to remove plastic bags from the community is important. The coalition focused mainly on the use of coal on campus and has an ongoing effort to reduce and eliminate water-bottle use on campus.

"I see this [ban on plastic bags] becoming a part of the Iowa City community," Carter said.

"I hope this will not be detrimental to the environment," he said, because they are generally unsustainable and non-biodegradable or biodegradable at a very slow rate.

Fewer than 1 percent of plastic bags make it to a recycling plant every year. Rose noted that the chain of bags following on the Mall was similar to what happens to plastic bags — they blow away, and nature becomes a recycler.

{

"I think the college also seems interested in how these students are doing," Lai said. "We have an option that is interdisciplinary major (that) has a departmental home." Polansky Dettmer, the advisor of unde-


degree programs and curriculum, said she expects many students to show interest in pursuing this major.

"There was certainly student interest in this area when it was a track in international-studies major, and it made sense for it to become a bona fide major," she said. "I think that there will be quite a bit of student interest in this major." Students may earn a B.A. B.S., or a minor in international-relations major, and officials expect application to grow.

"I have spoken with many students since the beginning of classes of how they are interested in this major specifically because of what they want to focus on," she said. "I think if you look at bottom line, I would say it's really ad-

venience and strategic planning, so I don't think we need to go near the campus very often," the mayor said. "I think we need the City Council's discussion of plastic bags is also growing.
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100Grannies, a commun-
One yuck of a weekend

IOWA 6, IOWA STATE 9

Breakdown

IOWA 6, IOWA STATE 9

First Down Rushing Passes Rushing Yards Passing Yards Punt Downed Inside the 20
Iowa State 15 19 68 101
Iowa 15 19

First Quarter

Iowa State — Horne 5-yard pass from Jantz (Kick failed), 9:55
Iowa — Meyer 23-yard field goal, 4:49

Second Quarter

Iowa State — Arceo 22-yard field goal, 11:13

Fourth Quarter

Iowa — Meyer 21-yard field goal, 14:06

Rushing

Iowa: Bullock 22-53, Vandenberg 4-10, Garmon 2-5.

Passing

Iowa State: Jantz 24-36-241-1-2.

Receiving

Iowa: Davis 4-75, Fiedorowicz 4-61, Bullock 5-56, Shumpert 4-29, Martin-Manley 1-10, Weisman 1-3, Garmon 1-2.

By the Numbers

Years since Iowa State has held the Hawkeyes without a touchdown in Iowa City.

Years since the Cyclones have limited Iowa to fewer than 70 rushing yards.

The difference between the combined score of last season’s Cy-Hawk Game, a 44-41 Iowa State victory, and this year’s.

Quoted

‘As a receiver, I’m going to blame it on us. We’ve got to catch everything. We’ve got to make plays and do our jobs.’
— Keenan Davis on the team’s offensive struggles

‘Losses hurt. They are supposed to hurt and they do hurt. It won’t feel great tomorrow. Won’t be a lot of fun watching the tape.’
— Head coach Kirk Ferentz

Iowa tight end C.J. Fiedorowicz reacts after dropping a pass against Iowa State at Kinnick Stadium on Sept. 8. Fiedorowicz had 4 catches for 61 yards in the Hawkeyes’ 9-6 loss to the Cyclones. (The Daily Iowan/Adam Wesley)
Last season’s game between Iowa and Iowa State was a back-and-forth shootout between two high-powered offenses. This season? Not so much.

The Hawkeyes and Cyclones fumbled and stumbled their way to a 9-6 Iowa State victory in Kinnick Stadium on Sept. 8. The defenses for both teams came up big, forcing turnovers and key stops all afternoon. In the end, a Cyclone touchdown on the game’s opening possession made the difference. And a miserable offensive performance leaves the Hawkeyes still with an empty trophy case.

KEY PLAYS
• Iowa State capped off an efficient first drive with a 5-yard touchdown catch by wide receiver Aaron Horne. Horne burned Hawkeye safety Tanner Miller with a double-move to find himself open in the end zone, and quarterback Steele Jantz hit him for what was the game’s only touchdown.

• Iowa’s best chance to answer with a touchdown of its own came early in the fourth quarter. The Hawkeyes had moved all the way down to the Iowa State 3-yard line, and Vandenberg hit fullback Mark Weisman in the chest with the ball. But Weisman couldn’t hang on to the sure touchdown catch. Iowa settled for a field goal and never got that close to the end zone again.

ON THE WEB
For even more photos and a multimedia piece of the game, go to www.dailyiowan.com

THUMBS UP
Forcing turnovers. The Hawkeyes recorded four takeaways, often at huge moments. Defensive end Dominic Alvis recovered a fumble. Safety Tom Donatell picked off a pass. And linebacker James Morris did both.

THUMBS DOWN
The Iowa offense. Hardly anything went right. Iowa State stamped out the Hawkeye running game. James Vandenberg never established a consistent chemistry with his receivers. Iowa failed to reach the end zone once, and it has a lot of work to do on offense.

‘It [was] just a dumb decision by me. We moved all the way down there, we were right on the edge of field goal range. In that situation, you can’t be trying to find little windows to sneak it through. It’s completely on my shoulders. I know better, we work on that situation all the time. That just can’t be done.’
— James Vandenberg on his fourth-quarter, game-sealing interception
Iowa volleyball head coach Shane Dorgan travaled down to her team to hear her team's comments after the game.

"We're still working on it," Laycock said. "We've got to work on it, and we're going to work on it."
**SPORTS**

**Hawks’ not-so-sticky fingers**

The Hawkeyes registered a 2-1 record against the Iowa State Tournament, with their losses coming against the No. 18 Cyclones in a five-set thriller.

By CARLOS SÖSA

The Iowa volleyball team lost to the Cyclones in three sets last season, but this year the Hawkeyes prolonged the battle into a five-set thriller. Iowa hasn’t gone to five sets with the in-state rival since 2006.

“We spent an awful lot of energy to put ourselves in a position to win,” head coach Sharon Byram said in a release. “I thought we performed poorly [Sept. 7] in the first half, and the Cyclones capitalized with an early 2-0 advantage. After playing poorly during the first two sets, the Hawkeyes were able to narrow the Cyclines in a marathon third set, 33-31, that saw ties three times, four lead changes, and six potential match points for Iowa State.

The Hawkeyes went on to win the fourth set, 25-19, to force a fifth and final set. However, they were unable to close the game. The senior’s season record is now 2-2.

The Cyclones outshooting the Hawkeyes, 12-11, and forcing Iowa in penalty corners, 7-6. The Black and Gold had 17 corner attempts, while Iowa had a total of 18. Iowa’s U-23 powers have now won the past three contests against Stanford outshooting the Hawkeyes, 12-10, and forcing Iowa in penalty corners, 7-6. The Black and Gold had 17 corner attempts, while Iowa had a total of 18. Iowa’s U-23 powers have now won the past three contests against Stanford.

By TORK MASON

JoWaN sTaTe 9, IoWa 6

CoMMentary

rallies.

us on our heels and shook us a little bit.”

which was ‘let’s play aggressive.’ That got...